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What Inspires You?
It’s the question that matters most to us.
Because we’re making something special.
The one place in the world that’s yours.

Inspiring Homeowners Since 2005.

A Vision of Home:
If you’re looking to remodel a kitchen, update your 

kids’ bath, finish a bonus room or build a master 

suite addition, our comprehensive planning process 

delivers all the information you need to make the best 

decisions for your unique project. We’ll collaborate on 

ideas, document your space, develop customized 

design options utilizing our 3D rendering software, 

and include budgeting information and timelines to 

give you peace of mind. Get inspired with us today.

704-759-3920
CaseCharlotte.com
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66

52

features
52	 	For a Song
 With a new design and a collection of treasured items, 

Pam and Harding Stowe have made their home a 
welcoming haven.

66	 	THe WrigHT Home
 The time was finally right for architect Stan russell to 

design the perfect Frank Lloyd Wright–inspired home 
for Dick and Betsey Sesler.

80	 	moDern WonDer
 an interior wall blurring the line between outside and 

inside, frosted glass panels, and other custom touches 
make architect Toby Witte’s home a modern dream.
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Photo by Erin Comerford Photography
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dwell
20	 markeT
 add pizazz and pop to your home with  

art-inspired furnishings that make a 
statement and serve a purpose. 

28	 SPoTLigHT
 Through her art, local artist Holly keogh 

exposes moments that are lost in the 
shadows of memory.

36	 PaLeTTe
 a joyful vision with almost any color 

counterpart, coral is just the hue to bring 
cheer to any room.

40	 CuLTure
 Looking for something to do? get your 

culture fix by checking out some of Charlotte’s 
best art exhibitions taking place now.

48	 DeSign BoarD
 rina norwood’s clients get a unique bonus 

when working with her – a signature piece 
created just for them.

resources
90 anCienT maTeriaL, 
 moDern aPPLiCaTion
 Cast stone is a product that is thousands of 

years old. Learn how Classic Stone Creations 
applies it, giving it a modern edge.

94 making moveS
 With myriad awards and recognitions 

under her belt, successful real estate 
agent Christine Hotham opens her own 
business, Hotham Homes.

98 unCorkeD
 Jeff epstein of Caveman Cellars shares 

how you can create the perfect wine space 
in your home.

102 gooD’S anD ServiCeS
 Launching its new in-Home Design 

Service, good’s Home Furnishings fills us 
in on the exciting new offering.

contributors
106 SouL FooD:
 Jim noble
 Smoke Signals 

110	 Home remoDeLing:
 Brad Little
 kitchen essentials

114 DeSign FLair:
 Laura Wood and the 
 ethan allen Design Team
 art & architecture Come Home

116	 room ServiCe:
 Beth keim
 oh, Baby!

spotlight
12	 From THe eDiTor

118	 arTS anD CuLTure SPoTLigHT

120	 aDverTiSer inDex



antiques  |  lighting  |  accessories
6809-c Phllips Place ct, charlotte, nc 28210  704-999-6976  |  monday-saturday 10-5

www.granville-charlotte.com

Photography by MB Productions
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F r o m  t h e  e d i t o r

On The Cover:
After several design 
renovations and years 
of collecting one-of-
a-kind treasures, Pam 
Stowe finally has the 
welcoming, authentic 
home she’s always 
dreamed of. Take a look 
inside (page 52).

N
ew year, new you? enough time has passed and you’ve either 
stuck to your guns and kept up the resolution you made, or 
you’ve let it fall by the wayside. or maybe, if you’re like me, 
you just never made one. But for HD&D, our new year is now 
as we roll out our first issue of 2019 – our second annual arts 
& architecture issue – with some fresh and subtle changes. 

and we couldn’t be more thrilled. most prominently, we’ve revamped our back 
of book. We thought it was time for a little makeover, so we hope you appreciate 
the facelift as much as we do. 
 While i love every issue we put out, the arts & architecture is nearest and 
dearest to my heart. Perhaps it’s because it was the first issue i produced, but 
most likely it’s because this issue is a compilation of so many different talents. 
From architects and builders to interior designers and artists, or sometimes a 
mix of both – like in the case of rina norwood (page 48) – the creative spirit has 
this insatiable hunger. and the more it indulges, the greater it creates. We’ve 
been privileged to bear witness to some of the best works of art throughout 
the city. every time i’m behind the scenes at a photoshoot, i’m in awe, learn-
ing something new. in this issue, we got to explore local artist Holly keogh’s 
studio (page 40). i had so many questions – where does the inspiration come 
from? What’s the process like? How do you know when a piece is complete? 
it’s all so fascinating. and while we have incredible local talent, sometimes 
we need to explore works from those afar – but in close proximity. Charlotte 
is blessed with a number of incredible galleries that represent artists from 
all over the country. Check out some of the nation’s greatest whose works 
are on display now (page 28). 
 as an editor, i get a number of submissions. although they are all beautiful, 
the best projects are the ones that have matured and allowed the homeowners to 
really “break in” their space. That could not be exemplified more than with Pam 
Stowe, who has cultivated her home over the past thirty-four years with family 
heirlooms, treasured gifts, and priceless pieces collected along the way (page 52). 
it’s indisputable that Frank Lloyd Wright is one of america’s greatest architects, 
so when architect Stan russell received a call to renovate a georgian-style home 
into a modern, architectural gem in myers Park, he employed his predecessor’s 
designs to come up with something unique (page 66). as your family grows, 
space becomes paramount. Through precision, efficiency, and design, architect 
Toby Witte was able to construct a spacious home for his family of five all within 
1,710 square feet (page 80). 
 Whatever it is you’re looking to achieve this year, i hope you go out and get 
it. Grab it if necessary! That’s what we’re aiming to do, and so far we’re pretty 
proud of the result. The greatest news is it’s only going to get better from here! 

ashley Hotham Cox
editor in Chief
@ashleyhcox on instagram
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Homes evolve by becoming 
social spaces in which we do not 
only cook, but we live in.
 
We have created a resistant 
and durable material with 
unlimited designs to create 
spaces without boundaries.
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Hear sizzling steak. Taste chef-made bites. See exceptional appliances. From cooking 

demos to product classes, you’re invited to discover the potential for your kitchen.

Charlotte • 127 West Worthington Avenue, Suite 180, Charlotte, NC 28203 • 800-935-2617 • subzero-wolf.com/charlotte
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Meet the duo that’s mixing up  
interior design in Charlotte.
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market | art-inspired objects

ART 
MEETS 

Function
Artistry that makes a 
statement through 

practicality and form.

Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Shelby Sayer

BUTTERFLY EFFECT
Inspired by the works of Yves Klein, Charlotte-based artist Stephen Wilson creates his own modern rendition of an iconic art-coffee table following 
Klein’s Table Bleue and Table Rose. In his limited coffee-table series, Wilson brings an everyday functional element to a work of art. Featuring  
embroidered butterflies, vibrant color, and modern design, his tables, including Floating on a Sea of Daydreams, shown here, are weaved with 
whimsical themes. Most striking about Klein’s work is his examination of color vibrancies and formulating his own trademark ultramarine  
pigment. Like his predecessor, Wilson started with the same color intensity and dimensions used in the original Yves Klein specifications, then 
evolved on this concept to include his own signature embroideries. All pigments used have been sourced from an elusive Parisian chemist and 
hand-mixed in Wilson’s studio. Each coffee table is a one-of-a-kind piece, respectively named with references to another of his inspirations –  
Lin-Manuel Miranda. Available through the New Gallery of Modern Art, $16,000 - $22,000, www.newgalleryofmodernart.com

AIR
PLANES
Inspired by the early twentieth-
century Russian modernist Kazimir 
Malevich, this three-dimensional 
Kazimir pendant reflects colorful 
geometric planes, layers, and 
textures challenging a traditional 
piece with a new modern perspec-
tive, much like Malevich’s paint-
ings. Layer it above a dining area 
for an intriguing conversational 
piece or mix and match with a 
neutral, traditional setting to in-
vite a modern perspective to your 
home. Available through Roll & Hill, 
$6,200, www.rollandhill.com

Photography by Paige Winn

Photo courtesy of Stephen Wilson Studio



bourgeoismcginnbuilders.com@bourgeoismcginn 704  533  2280
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IVY
LEAGUE
Inspired by Southern living, Charlotte-based interior designer Cheryl Luckett introduces 
her first furniture collection, Belle by Cheryl Luckett, through Sylvester Alexander. The 
entire line is a classic and colorful collection paying tribute to traditional Southern 
heritage while pleasing today’s traditionalists. Keeping both comfort and versatility in 
mind, Luckett partnered with North Carolina-based Revolution Performance Fabrics 
as well as Southern designers to feature their fabrics on pieces including the Ivy settee. 
This French-inspired settee is a presentation of both refinement and sophistication 
that features a tufted back, French-style legs, a removable down cushion, and is uphol-
stered in a vibrant pattern designed by local artist Windy O’Connor.  Available through 
Dwell by Cheryl, $1,580 to $1,800, www.dwellbycheryl.com

LACHAPELLE’S BOX
Debuting his first new collection in a decade, David LaChapelle comes out with his limited-edition artist box that features a  
two-volume collection showcasing the photographer’s career through the eye of his own lens. Begin a visual journey through 
LaChapelle’s rise as an artist through 1980s New York, encompassing images of fashion, fame, sex, and style. The collection  
includes three hundred unpublished works of icons such as Miley Cyrus, Amy Winehouse, Michael Jackson, and Naomi Campbell. 
Discover the inner working of a masterfully creative mind with each turn of a page. Available through TASCHEN, $2,500, www.taschen.com

Photography by Monique Floyd



FrontDoorFabrics.com | Mon – Sat, 10:00 – 6:00 | 704 • 844 • 6330

SUMPTUOUS STYLE, POSH POSSIBILITIES, 

G R A N D  R E O P E N I N G.
Visit us at our new location at promenade on providence:

5341 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy Ste. 350, Charlotte, NC 28277
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STARK 
BEAUTY
Influenced through the works of abstract artists such as Sam Gilliam, 
Jackson Pollock, and Christopher Wool, STARK’s new Veera Collection 
boasts intricate detail with explosive design. Each rug shares its  
own story, capturing a room with its unique personal arrangement. 
Inspired by the rich culture and heritage of the company’s interna-
tional mills and the artisans behind each piece, the collection  
includes a curated selection of the most premium rugs on the  
market, including the Ether Skyblue shown here. Available through 
STARK, to the trade, www.starkcarpet.com

GEOMETRY
RULES

A hand-painted functional work of art, Arte Nel Design’s 
Tower Cupboard is both bold and elegantly inspired by the 
dynamic geometries of Kandinsky. The front face boasts a 
colorful, eclectic form on a white background with a semi-
gloss lacquer. Make this your statement furniture piece or 
inspire the imagination of young ones as a functional item 

in the children’s room. Available in other designs. Available 
through Artemest, $37,700, www.artemest.com

TABLE
TALk
Reminiscent of Henry Moore and Noguchi, 
Julian Chichester’s Rotary dining table has 
a commanding presence with its brutalist 
texture, finished in a signature Dante brass 
or dark bronze. Standard with a sixty-inch 
smoked-oak top or, if preferred, a black-
stained oak or bleached oak. Available 
through Circa Interiors & Antiques, $10,335, 
www.circainteriors.com
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CHRISTINE HOTHAM
nc & sc BroKer / reAltor®, AsP®, sPs®

diamond level sales leader 2016 - 2018
Top Sales Leader - Ballantyne Office 2016 - 2018
Platinum customer service Award 2014-2018

704-607-2338
chotham@helenadamsrealty.com
christinehotham.com
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11729 CAROLINA PLACE PARKWAY  PINEVILLE, NC      704.542.5300     OASISOUTDOOR.COM

WINTER SALE

OVER 100 OUTDOOR FURNITURE COLLECTIONS
IN-STOCK AND ON DISPLAY.  MORE VIA CUSTOM ORDER.  
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Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox | Written by Anne Marie Ashley | Photography by Dustin Peck

INTO MEMoRY
Local artist Holly Keogh narrates the out-of-context 

images that lurk in the shadows of our mind.

spotlight | holly keogh

D
efined by merriam-Webster, art is “some-
thing that is created with imagination and 
skill and that is beautiful or that expresses 
important ideas or feelings.” as any artist 
can tell you, it’s indeed all about expres-
sion, and it’s true that it flows directly from 

their imagination. But this definition is lacking, and what it lacks 
cannot be interpreted in words anyway – it’s experiential, on one 
side for the artist, and the other for the viewer. it’s visceral – on 
one side for the artist, and on the other for the viewer. and it’s trans-
formative – always for the artist and in the best case, for the viewer.
 native Charlottean and artist Holly keogh lives for the 
undefined portion of art. and she filters it through her work, 

continually exploring and exposing those moments that are lost 
in the shadows of memory. 
 “i grew up with artsy parents,” keogh explains. “my mother 
was a textile designer and painter, and my father was a Scottish 
musician. i used to sit at the table with my mother and paint, 
and i think that’s where my love for color-mixing was born.” it 
wasn’t until keogh was forced to declare a major in college that 
she decided to pursue art. “i did try other things, but depression 
would inevitably set in, and i realized that it was just inside of 
me to be an artist,” she says. 
 inspired by artists like David Hockney, marilyn minter, 
Frances Bacon, and John Baldessari, keogh explored the human 
figure and fell in love with the face and skin because of its ability 



charlotte  rug  gallery
a  gallery  of  fine  rugs

Visit our new location at:
416 Providence rd., suite 1a, charlotte nc 28207

www.CharlotteRugGallery.com 704-332-1717
trades considered, cleaning, 
restoration and appraisal 
services available
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to depict such emotion. From there, she dove into photographs 
searching for references. “What i learned in art History class 
was that photographs today don’t really tell the truth,” keogh 
says. “it’s a pre-constructed story – someone takes a whole roll 
of photos, deleting the ones that aren’t perfect and displaying 
only the ones that are. But the other half of that roll tells such a 
different story. and these photos with no context make for an 
incredible narrative.” 
 She further sets the scene by recalling a photo from her first 
day of school, in which she has a black eye. “my mother never 
displayed that picture because of my black eye. But my black eye 
tells a story that captures that time in my life – it wasn’t perfect for 
school, but it was real.”
 keogh begins her process by sifting through old family photos 
and collecting the untold stories. “it starts in my head, and i look 
through images to reference my idea. From there i sketch it out, 

and then my favorite part, mixing the colors,” she explains.  
“i feel the most free when i am mixing.  i find it therapeutic, 
if not a little nostalgic. it comes naturally to me, which makes  
it very satisfying.” 
 next, she “pours” her piece. using small cups filled with the 
mixed paint, she pours small pools in a rough outline of the 
image. Then, keogh blends the paint to create a whole piece – a 
perfect metaphor for the subject of depicting memories. So many 
moments, perfect and non-perfect, blend together to create a 
scene in your mind. Some parts may be blurry, some crystal 
clear, but overall, it evokes an emotion that you’ve experienced. 
 keogh says that she’s still working from her own old family 
photos. “i find that using this finite group of imagery pushes 
me to get more creative with my interpretations.” Pieces can 
come together as quickly as one day or can take up to a month 
to complete. not many she can truly appreciate until some time 



 Pineville-Charlotte NC • 11735 Carolina Place Parkway • Phone 704.910.4045 • Mon - Sat 10 am - 7 pm  Sun noon - 6 pm

goodshomefurnishings.com  

Hickory NC • Hickory Furniture Mart • Phone 828.322.3471 • Mon - Sat 9 am - 6 pm  Closed Sunday

We design. 
You enjoy.

Famous Luxury Brands  

In-home and In-store Design Services  

Special Orders  •  Custom Fabrics    

Locally Owned & Operated
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has passed. “Seeing it later allows me to see the beauty when all the 
hard work is over.”
 in 2015, keogh became a part of an artist collective called 
goodyear arts. The collective (and keogh) was so well received 
that what was supposed to be a one-month residency was instead 
funded to move to a permanent space in north Charlotte. keogh 
was also invited to be a permanent fixture with her own studio 
space, alongside a revolving list of artists that participate in 
the collective. most recently, and triumphantly, keogh gained 
representation from the SoCo gallery in Charlotte.  “i just want 
to continue to show my work,” she says. “it’s always about what’s 
next for me, what’s next in my art. i am really excited about my 
process right now and what’s coming. i just got back from new 
york, and i am feeling especially inspired. i can’t wait to filter that 
through my work.”u

“So many moments, perfect and
 non-perfect, blend together 

to create a scene in your mind. 
Some parts may be blurry, some 
crystal clear, but overall, it evokes 

an emotion that you’ve experienced.” 
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Experience a California Closets system custom designed specifically for you and the way you live.  

Visit us online today to arrange for a complimentary in-home design consultation.

704.527.5505    californiaclosets.com
CHARLOTTE  224 East Blvd

NC154_HomeD&D_Haven_8.3x10.8_0119.indd   1 1/7/19   10:06 AM
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*Offer only valid at participating Jenn‑Air brand retailers in the U.S.A. Receive instant credit deducted from the retail price at the time of purchase.
 Customer pays difference if retail price of appliance is greater than credit amount. Valid in‑store only. Must purchase qualified Jenn‑Air brand products 

on a single receipt to receive instant credit. No substitutions allowed. Visit a participating retailer for complete details.

Get up to 
$2,000 In Instant Credits To Buy Additional Appliances.*

With qualifying purchase(s)  •  January 1–June 30, 2019

CHarlOTTe
5431 Monroe rd.

704-568-7600

OuTleT CenTer
5419 Monroe rd.

980-505-8440 
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9405 e. Independence Blvd
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palette | coral

A blithe and buoyant cue from 
nature beacons a cheerful cast.

Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox
Written by Christina Spratt Spencer

 artful playfulness envelopes this hopeful hue. it strikes a careful 
balance between bold and brilliant and subtle warmth. a rosy 
rendition of citrus orange, bright, with dollops of golden sunshine 
blended in, this note of coral embraces an uplifting and lively 
disposition. Demure yet complementary when paired with opposing 
blue tones like cobalt or aquamarine; effervescent with emerald 
and jade; and a spirited pop against neutrals warm and cool—from 
soft sand to deep caramels and pale dove to slate—this versatile tint 
becomes a joyful vision with most any color counterpart. 

IN LIVING 
coRAL

1. Edgewood Made Porcelain Pitcher / $100 / www.guggenheimstore.org 
2. Ziggy Wythe Accent Table in Cheeky Coral / $1,480 / www.studioziggy.com
3. R. Holland Fabrics Koi in Coral / to the trade / www.mfanofabrics.com
4. Hancock & Moore Emerge Chair / $2,955 / www.acquisitionsinteriors.com

Omar’s Place designed by interior design firm Sella Concept; photography by Nicholas Worley
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The world of handmade area rugs has 

changed, and is no longer ruled only by 

oriental designs of the past. Rugs are fashion 

for the floor, designed by artists, architects, 

interior and fashion designers like Jan-Kath, 

Florence Broadhurst, Mary McDonald, Diane 

Von Furstenberg, and Alexander McQueen. 

They are a true expression of the client, and 

have become highly individualized. 

Couture Knots is the culmination of a 

journey into the world of the high design and 

handmade area rugs. With an appreciation for 

good design, and a natural ability to provide 

great service, Ali Nikrooz, set out to create 

Couture Knots. A showroom for Charlotte 

and its design community to have access to 

previously unavailable and exclusive custom 

rug lines, backed by amazing customer 

service, and attainable pricing. 

The highest quality wool and silk in the world 

can be customized by size, shape, color, 

texture, fiber, pile height, and budget, giving 

rise to beautiful, one of a kind pieces. These 

rugs are produced in mountainous regions 

of Nepal, Morocco, and Turkey, and knotted 

entirely by hand for Couture Knots, just 

as they have been for thousands of years. 

Couture Knots’ mission is to bring the work 

of these talented artists and artisans to your 

home. The perfect rug is closer than you think! 

2173 HAWKINS ST. UNIT G • CHARLOTTE, NC     

704.819.6972 • ALI@COUTUREKNOTS.COM     

     @COUTUREKNOT 

WWW.COUTUREKNOTS.COM   

BY APPOINTMENT
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EXHIBIT  HERE
Charlotte’s fine art scene is never in short supply; take a tour of 

some of the city’s best exhibitions going on now. 

Produced by Ashley Hotham Cox | Written by Shelby Sayer

culture | gallery crawl

SOZO GALLERY
TY NATHAN CLARK: 
LESSONS IN REMEMBERING

 Beginning in February, SOZO Gallery will present Lessons in Remembering, a 
solo exhibit featuring Ty Nathan Clark, a Texas-based abstract artist – and also 
writer, filmmaker, producer, and, interestingly enough, basketball consultant. 
In his latest body of work, Clark uses the art of abstract expressionism to pull 
from a frame of memories, experiences, and emotions. The exhibit will lead 
you through an exploration of his life with a focus on the grand complexity of 
human existence and the influence of memory. You’ll be challenged to explore 
vital moments and experiences in time that either become distant memories or 
make us who we are. Through an artistic ability of storytelling, Clark uses color 
as thought or reflection, texture as metaphors, line representing story in constant 
flux, marks explaining chaos, and negative space welcoming cosmos – all 
allowing you to explore bits and pieces of your own memory. 
 The exhibition will take place from February 11 through March 1 with an 
opening reception on February 15.

Photography by Kris Rutherford



1200-M Westinghouse Blvd
Charlotte, NC 28273

980.237.3700
www.bottegastone.com

A T L A N T A          C H A R L O T T E

OFFERING THE FINEST NATURAL STONE 

SLABS AND TILES 
FROM AROUND THE WORLD.

1200 - M Westinghouse Blvd. | charlotte, nc 28273
www.bottegastone.com

980-237-3700

V i s i t  o u r  s t A t e - o F - t h e - A r t 

d e s i g n  &  F A B r i c A t i o n  c e n t e r 
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ANNE NEILSON 
FINE ART GALLERY
WILLIAM MCLURE SOLO EXHIBITION

 Alabama artist and designer William McLure makes his way 
back to Charlotte for a solo exhibition where his latest works will 
be on display at Anne Neilson Fine Art Gallery. Neilson’s gallery, 
which plays host to works from forty different artists around the 
world and is dedicated to being a lighthouse in Charlotte and 
beyond, brings attention to both emerging and established artists. 
McLure’s latest collection of work reflects a distinguished style 
of freedom and vitality through geometric and organic shapes 
painted across canvas in loose, flowing patterns and spontaneous 
brushstrokes. The newest collection of mixed media paintings will 
showcase McLure’s innate creativity and eminent style, matured 
through an appreciation and understanding of art and design. 
 The exhibition will take place from February 7 through March 7 
with an opening reception on February 7.



 The Shops at Morrison in Southpark  |  720 Governor Morrison, Suite E110   •  Charlotte, North Carolina 28211  |  Phone: (704) 364-4004  •  bdjeffries.com

Jennifer Shreero
DeSigner

Jennifer’s design aesthetic is clean, airy and elegant with a brightness of 
mood and an ease of livability. She brings her love of home, travel and family 
to each of her projects while helping her clients maintain their existing style 
and personality. She has a talent for blending colors, patterns and textures 
with accessories to create a distinctive space that reflect her clients’ personal 
tastes. Organized and detail oriented, she is able to combine style with inno-
vation and function.  She generates a warm and trusting relationship with 
her clients, and her ability to place furniture and accessories has enabled her 
to build a loyal client base. Jennifer is a mother of three girls and loves to 
travel, cook and spend time with her family.  jennifer@bdjeffries.com. Complete design services available

Luxury lifestyle boutique offering 
exclusive gifts for men and women, antiques 

and interior accents for the home
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 Tom Stanley: en route to here, presented by Hodges Taylor Art 
Consultancy, is a solo exhibition featuring a selection of Stanley’s 
paintings and works on paper from the past two decades. 
This will be Stanley’s second solo exhibition with Hodges 
Taylor – the first was in 2003. Treading off his series en route to 
hamlet – referring to the small town off Highway 74 in North 
Carolina – the series surveyed in this exhibition examines the 
last twenty-plus years of Stanley’s journey. En route to here invites 

you to explore a selection of Stanley’s stops from the mid-1990s 
to present day. With his skilled sgraffito (a scratching technique), 
repeated motifs, and nod to color constructs, Stanley creates art 
that is both personal and familiar. His underlying message is this: 
“We all have the ability to think with our hands and our eyes. We 
have to continue to find ways to utilize that, and it might be in 
new ways we haven’t thought of before – It’s what humanizes us.” 
 The exhibition will continue through Friday, February 22. 

HODGES TAYLOR 
TOM STANLEY:
EN ROUTE TO HERE

Photography by Chris Edwards 

Photography by Michael Blevins



CAY CRAIG
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TEAM
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CHIP JETTON LISA RUPP

HAMPTON+LONG 
TEAM

KATHRYN
THIGPEN

REBA HATFIELD

704.364.1700 |  COTTINGHAMCHALK.COM

We go above and beyond for our clients at Cottingham Chalk. 
Whether we’re helping you stage your home or answering a 
late-night phone call, we work right alongside you to get the very 
best results for you. Putting relationships first has set us apart in 
real estate for over 35 years. We take the time to celebrate your 
success because your milestones matter to us.

CATHERINE 
CAUTHEN TURNER

CATHERINE 
HOUGHLAND
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Blinds    •    shutters    •    shades    •    Motorization

www.asacharlotte.com

historic south end 
1415 S Church St, Suite A 

Charlotte, NC 28203
(980) 202-5620

cornelius
19924 Jetton Rd, Suite 103

Cornelius, NC 28031
(704) 997-8426

Providence ProMenade
10832 Providence Rd. Suite 200

Charlotte, NC 28277
(980) 202-6530

north Myrtle Beach
1100-1 Sea Mountain Hwy 
N. Myrtle Beach, SC 29582

(843) 273-4573

Jennifer Haahs – Jennifer Haahs Design Group
Hunter Douglas Silhouette ClearViewTM



Store Hours: 
Tuesday-Friday – 10am-6pm,  

Saturday – 10am-4pm

1315 East Boulevard | Charlotte, NC 28203
704-332-0109

www.modernlightingdesign.com

RED TAG SALE 
DiSPLAy AND iN-SToCk 

iTEmS uP To 75% oFF

Modern Lighting
Design Store

Modern • Classic • Timeless

 WE HAVE IT ALL.
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design board

 rina norwood of rina norwood Design 
combines her spatial composition skills 
along with her passion for decorative painting 
to create a one-of-a-kind masterpiece for 
every client.  
 “When i’m not moving accessories or 
furniture pieces in a room, you’ll find me in 
front of a large canvas next to mood boards in 
the studio painting a commission piece for an 
interior space i am designing,” norwood says. 
“art and architecture go hand in hand and are 
a narrative of each other.” 
 “When i fuse a custom hand-painted mural 
in my interior work, i often ask my clients
of the places they have traveled to or would 
love to visit. From there, inspired images are 
created somewhere in the composition,” she 
explains. “These images or elements of color 
form a sense of remembrance that engages 
conversation. my clients not only get a 
complete room makeover, but they also get a 
signature piece created with them in mind.”

1. Giorgio Armani Myrrhe Imperial Parfum / $290 / www.neimanmarcus.com 
2. Le Labo Santal 26 Candle / $75 / www.nordstrom.com
3. Lindsey Adelman Agnes Chandelier / $4,800 / www.rollandhill.com
4. Regina Andrew Blue Lagoon Velvet Tufted Daybed / to the trade / www.reginaandrew.com 
5. Regina Andrew Driftwood Sconce / to the trade / www.reginaandrew.com 

RINA
norwood

Portrait photography by Juan Carlos Zambrano
Interiors photography by Rina Norwood, 
edited by Jocelyn Baun Photography
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1 2

4
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2902B Selwyn Avenue | Charlotte, NC 28209
 704-900-5667  |  www.tinyclt.com | www.maisonette.com | @tiny4children



TTraditions
Classic Interiors Redefined

Home Furnishings and Interior Design Services  |  Serving the Charlotte Area for 25 years  |  4317 Park Road  |  704.525.8727  |  traditionsofcharlotte.com



FOR A SONG

52
THE WRIGHT HOME

66
MODERN WONDER

80

Home Design

Photography by Dustin Peck
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A pillow featuring Frida kahlo finds a perfect spot in the 
family room amid warm wood walls, original to the home, 
and deep red furnishings passed down through the family.
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A rescued home in myers PArk 
hAs turned into A forever home 

for the stowe fAmily.

Interiors by Pam Stowe and Holly Phillips | Written by Anne Marie Ashley | Photography by Dustin Peck

FOR a 
SONG
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Above: An antique mirror is encircled by a few Hermès plates, accented with ceramics by Grace Stott and Sydney Farris.
Opposite: Pam Stowe sits perched atop an antique sofa passed down from her grandmother, a signature hand sculpture beside her. Her dogs Archie, Shiner, and 
Bixxie keep her company. A painting hangs over her shoulder by friend and artist laura Buxton, and a lacy champion rug sits beneath.
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N
ewly married Pam Stowe and her husband, Harding, adored 
their little three-bedroom home on Westfield road in Charlotte – 
charming, picturesque, and the perfect size for the two of them. 
But as soon as they discovered they were expecting their first 
child, the Stowes agreed they would need more space. Harding 
Stowe spotted an ad for a home on Pinewood Circle – a very fami-

ly-friendly neighborhood in myers Park built around a loop. it had gently rolling hills, 
no streetlights or sidewalks, and it was delightfully quiet. The only problem was, the 
home in the ad was terrible. 
 as they left the home feeling frustrated, they noticed a home across the street for 
sale – rundown, but a great size. it had potential. a few days later, they came with a 
realtor, and though it was tough to convince Stowe, her husband just knew they could 
make it their own. “The home had been on the market for a long time,” Stowe recalls. 
“it reminded me of a haunted house, complete with plywood on the front door. Light 
fixtures were hanging from wires, the hardwood floors were in terrible shape, and 
the kitchen was unusable. But the bones were good, and we bought it for a song. 
Thirty-four years later, we’ve never second guessed our decision.”
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 The couple moved in July and had it ready to welcome home 
their baby in September. a remodeled kitchen, some new paint, 
fixtures, and refinished floors, and they were ready to call it home. 
a family member, a designer by trade, jumped in and helped 
decorate the home. “She helped us pick paint colors, wallpaper, 
furniture (mostly vintage); i even bought some paintings from 
Jerald melberg,” Stowe says. “She painted almost everything pink! 
even the wallpaper in the kitchen was pink.”’
 over the years, the Stowes have gone through several iterations 
of design. in the late ’90s, they knocked out the back of the home 
and added a large family room and a back porch – and even 

remodeled the kitchen once more. “With more kids, we needed a 
bigger family room,” Stowe says, adding that at the time, the late, 
great Jim essary came in, removed the pink, and helped them 
create a more sophisticated and updated space. 
 The most recent redesign, done in collaboration with Holly 
Phillips of the english room in Charlotte, is the Stowes’ favorite 
thus far. “Working with Holly was a joy. We were in sync; we 
have very similar tastes,” Stowe says. “We pushed each other’s 
boundaries, and it was great to be able to say, ‘Holly, what do you 
think about doing this?’ and she’d say, ‘i think that’s an awesome 
idea, and let’s add this.’ it just came together perfectly.”

Above: A cozy living room is full of color, adorned with paintings by donna phipps Stout, Ida kohlmeyer, and charles cobelle. The ceramic Tree of Life head 
sculpture is by north carolina artist victoria Sexton.
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 on their honeymoon in Paris, Stowe noticed a sculpted hand in 
the window of a little shop and just adored it. Her husband bought 
it for her as a gift, and ever since, the Stowes have collected hand 
sculptures of every shape and size. “most of the hand sculptures 
were given to me as gifts, and i can remember almost every single 
person i received them from,” Stowe admits. 
 Cherished items like these punctuate the Stowe home, from 
hand sculptures to paintings, carousel horses to the butcher-
block bar island; every piece has a story. “my favorite quote says 
something along the lines of, ‘Decorate with things you love, 
and your home becomes the story of you.’ i just feel that’s so 

true,” Stowe says. “i used to be so concerned with making sure 
it looked perfect for company. now, i just leave the newspapers 
on the table and straighten up – and that’s what makes it home. 
That’s what makes it ours.”
 most of the antiques in the home have been passed down from 
the Stowe estate, and vintage furniture have been recovered or 
repurposed over the years. Harding Stowe’s uncle, Daniel Stowe, 
left his estate to his nieces and nephews and the pieces Pam and 
Harding Stowe retrieved have served as mainstays in their home. 
“not all of them are my favorite,” Stowe admits. “But they all have 
a story, and some of our more interesting pieces are from that 

Above: The Painting of a Woman, by Jean raoux, dates back to 1720 and offers a sort of drama to the office sitting room. A peek into the foyer’s brilliant aqua 
walls brings a pop of color into the functional room.
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house. We have a large, ornate antique chair that looks almost like 
a throne. and growing up, my children used to love sitting in it and 
acting like kings and queens. That makes it invaluable.”
 a carousel horse sits perched in the window of the bar area, a 
perfect example of the whimsy and originality that Stowe imparts 
on her home. The horse, given to her husband as a Christmas 
gift when he was a boy, was a piece of the old carousel that once 
operated in Stowe Park in Belmont. When they dismantled the 

ride, Harding Stowe’s grandmother purchased three horses, 
sent each to be lovingly restored, and then gifted them to the 
three boys that Christmas. Such an heirloom finds a perfect spot 
in a home filled with similar interesting stories – including the 
reclaimed wood bar table in the same room – an original butcher 
block from reid’s Fine Foods. “i walked into reid’s with a baby on 
my hip and noticed a sign on the door that said, ‘original Butcher 
Block island for Sale, $400,’” Stowe remembers. “i ripped the sign 
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Left: The cheery foyer, a favorite of Pam Stowe’s, provides her idyllic 
welcome for guests. Greeted by art by Ida kohlmeyer, guests can 
sit like a king for a moment in the Italian “throne chair” – an antique 
rescued from the Stowe estate and adorned with a pillow by Jolee 
Fennebresque.
Top Right: The powder room is perfect in blue and white stripes, 
dotted by paintings from unnamed artists. An antique mirror brings 
a touch of glamour to the room of requirement.
Bottom Right: A Myers Park beauty, the Stowe’s home was built in 
1940 by the Blythe company and redesigned by don duffy in 2004 
as the family grew and changed.
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“’DECORATE WITH THE 
THINGS YOU LOVE, AND 
YOUR HOME BECOMES 

THE STORY OF YOU.’ I JUST 
FEEL THAT’S SO TRUE.”

– PAM STOWE
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The dining room is full of family heirlooms and originality. The chandelier is original 
to the home, and the table, chairs, and sideboard have been passed down through 

generations. The rare yellow urn on the fireplace depicts the signing of the louisiana 
purchase and the ceramic plates on the wall, collected from several trips to France.
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Above: An antique game table and armchairs nestle in a cozy library corner, while an original jukebox, purchased on a trip to California, is armed with tunes. 
Wood paneling on the walls is original to the home, cleaned up and cared for when the Stowes moved in.
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off the door, took it to the clerk, and said, ‘i want it.’”
 The jukebox in the library was purchased on one 
of the couple’s trips to California in the first years 
of their marriage. “Harding had wanted a jukebox all 
his life,” Stowe recalls. “We wandered into this little 
shop on melrose, and he just gushed over how he’d 
always wished he had one. So i told him, ‘Why don’t 
we get it then?’ We had it shipped home, and it’s been 
here ever since.”
 it’s the commitment to authenticity that has created 
a memorable home for the Stowes and a space that 
is as personal as it gets. antiques, gifts, heirlooms, 
and treasured art dot each room; inexpensive but 
loved found objects nestle unknowingly among more 
sophisticated and purposeful decor. 
 it is, as Stowe so artfully puts it, a gracious home. 
“my favorite part of the home is the generous and 
expansive entrance,” she offers. “i think every home 
should have a gracious entrance – it welcomes 
dogs and people all coming in at once – and if i 
ever design another home, i’ll make sure it has a 
welcoming entrance hall.” as warm and welcoming, 
surely, as the family that inhabits it. u

Top Right and Bottom: The truly original and welcoming 
kitchen features an AGA stove, accented by an original art 
piece by Pam Stowe’s cousin, Hunter Stephenson. An original 
painting adorns the cozy fireplace, the custom stone built 
around it to fit. A vintage light fixture from a london train 
station hangs above the breakfast table.
Top Left:  The carousel horse was a Christmas gift from Harding 
Stowe’s grandmother and now sits ready to delight the nearest 
guest in the bar area. An original butcher block from Charlotte 
landmark reid’s Fine Foods is the perfect rustic barkeep for 
mixers and cocktails.
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russell added the exposed steel beam that runs 
the width of the home. Painted in signature 
Frank lloyd Wright cherokee red, the beam 
adds a dose of modernity to the space.



THE 
WRIGHT 

HOME
for yeArs, one couPle lived in A 

home thAt just wAsn’t right for them. 
And then they enlisted Architect 

stAn russell to modernize it.

Architecture by Stan Russell | Written by Blake Miller | Photography by Dustin Peck
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Above: The Seslers weren’t able to find an outdoor installation they liked, so Betsey Sesler suggested russell design one himself. “I’ve always been interested in 
sculpture,” the architect says. “A friend who is a metal fabricator took my design and created it.”
Opposite: The Seslers had only one architect in mind when they wanted to renovate their circa-1939, Georgian-style home. The couple had interviewed russell 
for a project fifteen years earlier and knew they wanted to hire him to renovate their Charlotte home.
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W
hen Stan russell got the call five years ago, he wasn’t 
surprised. Dick and Betsey Sesler had reached out to russell 
about fifteen years prior to help design their mountain home. 
and while the collaboration back then didn’t pan out, the 
Seslers (and russell) knew that when the time came to design 
their primary residence in Charlotte, there was only one 

architect they would consider. it was russell.
 The project, it turns out, was renovating the Seslers’ circa-1939, traditional, 
georgian-style home, which the couple had lived in for eighteen years. “The home was 
originally designed as a duplex, so it had a bilateral symmetry to it,” russell explains. The 
previous homeowners had renovated the home two years before the Seslers moved in. it 
was during that renovation that the home had been converted into a single-family resi-
dence. Beyond that, though, there wasn’t much else that had been updated, including the 
traditional architecture and finishes of the home. “The layout was choppy, with a fireplace 
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The Seslers have always loved three-dimensional artwork, so when russell suggested they look 
at artist eric knoche’s work, they were thrilled. knoche visited the couple in their home and, 
with russell’s help, they chose forty of his pieces to create an installation in the living room.
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Above: russell cleaned up the existing fireplace masonry, which had been covered with drywall for years. 
Though it’s not a working fireplace, it still adds character and charm to the downstairs living spaces. 
Opposite Top: The Seslers love three-dimensional artwork such as this stunning metal installation by 
artist Dorothy Gillespie.
Opposite Bottom: russell assisted with not only the home’s architecture renovation but also with furniture and 
artwork selections throughout the home. Many of the pieces were purchased from design Within reach.

“drAwn to A more contemPorAry, 
frAnk lloyd wright-insPired 

look, the seslers knew russell 
could develoP the overAll 

Aesthetic they were looking for.”
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dividing the entire downstairs living area,” russell explains. 
“The home really didn’t take advantage of its stunning views to 
the front and the back, either.” Drawn to a more contemporary, 
Frank Lloyd Wright-inspired look, the Seslers knew russell could 
develop the overall aesthetic they were looking for. 
 russell pulled together several schematic designs for the 
homeowners, all of which had a primary goal of opening up the 
layout of the 4,200-square-foot home, taking advantage of the 

exterior views, and modernizing the finishes and architectural 
details so that the home was more reflective of a contemporary 
design. While the downstairs had been renovated to create one 
living space, the family room and living room still felt completely 
separate, which was not conducive to entertaining. The fireplace 
had been covered with drywall and, unsure of what was under-
neath, russell encouraged the Seslers to let him find out. What 
was there turned out to be a bit of an architectural gem: exposed, 

Above: russell not only moved the kitchen from its dark space in the back of the home to the center of the house, but he also added new custom cabinetry and 
an oversize center island.
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in-tact masonry. “it had a certain character and scale to it,” 
russell says of the fireplace and chimney. russell cleaned up the 
brick, left it exposed, and created a few niches in it for artwork 
and other accessories. “it’s still a room divider. But it’s very 
warm and ties into all the wood we used. That fireplace became a 
real asset to the space because it greets you when you come in.”
 The next major hurdle for russell was not only reconfiguring 
the existing kitchen but moving the entire space. “The kitchen was 

in the back of the house, got very little light, and had zero views,” 
russell says, who suggested moving the kitchen up to the front of 
the house where it would not only get more natural light but would 
also take advantage of the home’s stunning views. “you can now 
stand in the kitchen and look out to the front and the rear yard,” 
russell says. “it completely changed the dynamic of the space.” The 
kitchen now seamlessly flows into the dining room rather than 
being closed off from the rest of the home.

Above: The Seslers used some of their existing furniture post-renovation, such as the McIntosh dining room table 
and chairs, which were recovered in a knoll fabric. 
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 The kitchen itself was completely redesigned as well, 
with more custom, clear maple cabinetry designed by 
russell and accented with modern drawer pulls and a large, 
granite center island. a nod to Frank Lloyd Wright, russell 
added an exposed steel beam between the kitchen and 
the dining room and painted it in the famous architect’s 
signature Cherokee red hue. Though russell considered 
trying to salvage the home’s original hardwood flooring, 
so much of the renovation had damaged it, which led the 
Seslers to add a stunning South american wood floor. “it’s 
in the oak family and works well with the wood we added to 
the architectural details,” russell explains.

Top: Though much of the renovation focused on reconfiguring and 
updating the downstairs living spaces, russell also renovated the 
upstairs master bedroom and bathroom. 
Left: russell gutted and redesigned the master bathroom, which 
features the same custom cabinetry found in the kitchen.
Opposite: The original home was a traditional, two-story Georgian home, 
which russell transformed into a modern stunner. The original brick was 
painted dark grey, and tongue-and-groove stained cypress siding was 
added to modernize the facade.
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 The interiors weren’t the only things russell redesigned 
for the homeowners. The exterior needed updating, as well. 
That included reimagining the approach to the home with a 
new sidewalk and driveway. russell also redesigned the facade 
of the home, transforming the one-time traditional, georgian 
property into a modern structure reminiscent of Frank Lloyd 
Wright architecture and design. a new porch and entryway with 
exposed steel complemented the tongue-and-groove stained 
cypress siding and dark grey brick, which had been repainted 

to update the home. “We also added some overhangs over the 
windows for shading and to really enhance the indoor/outdoor 
relationship with the home,” russell explains.
 Though the renovation took over a year to complete, the 
Seslers are in love with the result. “The home has such great 
energy to it,” Dick Sesler says. adds Betsey Sesler, “every time 
i walk through the home i think to myself how beautiful it is. 
i’m absolutely thrilled with how it all turned out. i just wish we 
hadn’t waited eighteen years to finally do it.”u
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The brick wall that begins on the exterior near 
the front entrance continues inside and is a prime 
architectural element throughout the first floor.
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MODERN 
WONDER
AN ARCHITECT DESIGNS HIS MOST 
pERSONAL pROJECT – A NEW HOME 

FOR HIS BELOVED FAMILY.
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I
t all started with a brick wall. The idea of 
an eight-foot tall brick wall that began as an 
exterior architectural element and continued 
inside the house was architect Toby Witte’s 
impetus in the design of his personal home in 
Concord. The wall became a central element 

around which all rooms were clustered and connected.
     “i like the idea of blurring the line between the 
inside and outside and appreciate the texture of 
masonry and the richness it brings to the interior,” 
Witte says, who designed and built the home for his 

Top: Toby Witte designed the kitchen with hidden conveniences 
such as a counter opening to sweep in compost scraps, concealed 
appliances, and faux stainless built-ins. And to add a rustic touch, 
Witte added a reclaimed oak beam for the window sill. 
Bottom: A family that plays together, stays together. Architect Toby 
Witte, along with his wife and three daughters, enjoy cooking dinner 
and hanging out in their modern kitchen inspired by professional 
galleys – sleek stainless steel and function over form.
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family of five. “The 
wall is a long element, 
which is stylized as 
a single architec-
tural feature so the 
indoor spaces can be 
arranged around it. it 
is an organizer of spaces on the first level.”
 outside, the brick wall draws visitors to the entrance; inside 
on the first level, it serves as the cohesive component from 
which the open kitchen, living room, and master suite wrap 
around in a studio-apartment type arrangement. another 
vertical foot of painted drywall placed above the brick wall helps 
the open layout seem even more spacious by allowing nine-foot 
ceilings. The exposed brick warms up the modern architecture 
and infuses it with texture, especially in the master bathroom, 
which is mainly stark white and brushed nickel.

 “good architecture uses individual elements working 
together to make a statement in each room,” Witte says about 
the mixture of masonry, reclaimed wooden beams, metal, and 
polished concrete throughout the home.

Top Left: The stairway provides a number of storage options including open 
stair risers for stowing shoes and other personal items.
Top Right: Despite the limited square footage, personal touches including 
books, photographs, record albums, and the children’s artwork abound in the 
Witte residence.
Bottom: reclaimed treasures such as a metal screen from a salvage yard, which 
was refinished by Toby Witte in his spare time, work dually to hold the Tv and 
divide the family room from the kitchen.
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 The kitchen’s gray-tinged wooden cabinets are designed to 
appear like furniture since the room is open to the other living 
spaces downstairs. Custom touches such as a range hood and 
dishwasher hidden behind cabinetry doors help maintain the 
look of simplicity. a long, narrow horizontal window above the 
sink lets in light but maintains privacy on this street-facing 
part of the house. a stainless steel unit of drawers surrounds 
the matching refrigerator and stove, lending a built-in air to the 
whole affair and echoing stainless steel touches on the sinks and 
cabinetry hardware.
 Large sliding frosted glass panels open up or close off the 
master suite depending upon the level of privacy needed and 
the time of day. The remainder of the living spaces on the first 
floor are open to each other, with eight-foot tall floor-to-ceiling 
windows that draw in the spacious and woodsy outside views to 
the inside rooms. This overall feeling of spaciousness enables the 
Witte family to enjoy the feel of a large, four-bedroom home in 
only 1,710 square feet.
 in a footprint this compact and open, storage is of prominent 
concern. Witte addressed the need for his family with creativ-

ity. The first two risers on the stairs are open, for example, 
leaving a nook for shoes. other disappearing compartments 
on the side walls of the staircase house more shoes, coats, 
and board games. integrated wardrobes on both levels are 
colorful, stylish, and a form of storage heaven. a tucked-in 
bench between the entranceway and kitchen is outfitted with 
storage bins underneath it.
 Follow the brick wall up the staircase to the second level 
where Witte designed three geometric structures housing his 
daughters’ three bedrooms to pinwheel out from each other. 
This configuration enables each bedroom to have windows on 
three sides and provides close proximity of the siblings to each 
other’s spaces. 
 although the look is decidedly modernist, Witte says he did 
not set out to design a modern home. 
 “i simply chose the colors and materials that make the spaces 
feel a certain way,” he says. “i thought about outcomes and 
wanted the freedom to design a small, yet spacious space. it feels 
like we have always lived here.”u

Top Left: A corner of the living room is set aside as a musical space for Toby Witte to practice and features a German wooden chair inherited from his parents.
Above Left: Part of the exposed brick wall warms up the modern master bath’s nickel and pure white finishes.
Top Right: Floor-to-ceiling frosted sliding glass doors at the master bedroom can block off the remainder of the open living spaces when privacy is needed or 
can be opened to increase the visual square footage of the space.
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D
ave rusk of Classic Stone Creations sees 
the same few questions popping up from 
homeowners looking to enhance their 
rooms with custom cast stone. This man-
ufactured product is thousands of years old 
and is used to craft architectural elements of 

all types. The result is beautiful, which is why demand is growing, 
but the ancient nature of the method creates an air of mystery, and 
Classic Stone Creations can help demystify the process. 

Can	custom	cast	stone	be	used	outside	as	well	as	inside? Cast 
stone is appropriate for a range of applications both inside and 
outside the home, including fireplace surrounds, columns, pool 
decks, wall caps, balustrades, range hoods, and window and door 

surrounds. Classic Stone Creations’ proprietary mixture of crushed 
natural limestone with cement blends to replicate out-of-the-ground 
cut limestone, with all its essential strength and durability.
 “Custom cast stone is an ideal alternative to some exterior 
elements like door/window surrounds and front entries,” rusk 
says. “in fact, many homeowners use it in conjunction with 
natural stone and brick. The product is non-combustible for 
outdoor fireplace applications and very durable, expected to hold 
up to more than fifty years in an outdoor environment.”

Most	columns	and	fireplace	surrounds	look	traditional.	Will	
cast	stone	work	in	my	contemporary-styled	home? many of the 
first custom cast stone uses were for traditional architectural 
elements, strictly due to when the product was invented (1138) 

ancient Material, 
MODern applicatiOn

HOME IMPROVEMENT Featured advertiser editorial

Written by Brandy Woods Snow
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and when it was first used in the united States (1920). 
in fact, it is inherently suited to modern architectural 
applications, as its hybrid mix produces a clean, 
tailored look. Perhaps this fact is why the modern 
custom cast stone market is growing. 

What	has	to	be	done	to	maintain	cast	stone? The 
low maintenance level can be compared to brick or a 
natural stone veneer, according to rusk. He says most 
homeowners never even seal their projects but can 
choose to do so if they wish. Like any other outdoor 
architectural element, cast stone may need a good 
washing every couple of years. 
 “even if it chips, the color is integrated throughout 
the product, so it does not show,” rusk says.

What	are	other	reasons	to	choose	custom	cast	stone?	
There are four main advantages to choosing 
cast stone over natural limestone, according to 
rusk. First, the price is more appealing. Second, 
installation lead times are faster. Third, the product’s 
flexibility allows for a wider range of designs. For 
example, it can be cast into much longer and thinner 
pieces for special applications because it is much stronger 
than limestone, which would be too fragile in large pieces 
to be used effectively. and fourth, cast stone is available 
in many colors, including custom colors.

Aren’t	custom	products	expensive? Custom has 
historically been equated with pricey, but Classic Stone 
Creations’ manufacturing process is completed in house 
using foam molds, which makes it very affordable.

 “ninety-five percent of our jobs are custom jobs,” 
rusk says. “it’s a necessary component of custom cast 
stone production because no two homeowner projects 
are exactly alike with the same dimensions.”u

“THE MODERN CuSTOM 
CAST STONE MARKET 
IS GROWING.” 
— DAve RuSk

Ready to dress your home in custom cast stone? Contact ClASSiC STone CReATionS at 704-525-2580 
or view a portfolio at ClASSiCSToneCReATionS.CoM. 
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I
n a market as robust as Charlotte’s, 
real estate brokers must stay ahead 
of the curve to meet ever-evolving 
client expectations. none are so 
capable of anticipating, reading, 
and working the market as Christine 

Hotham, a successful residential real estate 
specialist at Helen adams realty who recently 
launched Hotham Homes. Hotham’s varied 
background and commitment to making clients 
a top priority is key to her success.
 “my business background comes from a 
myriad of career choices, including a finance 
degree from Penn State and an mBa from vil-

lanova. i was an auditor for ge and a 
controller for oracle Corporation before 
going on to sell financial applications to 
major east Coast companies.”
 Her foray into the residential real estate 
market wasn’t coincidental, though. in fact, 
it’s always been in her blood. “i come from 
a family of realtors and thus was the unpaid 
hired help in my early days,” Hotham says. 
 Between her software sales and coming 
back to realty, Hotham founded an interior 
design business, venture Designs. Her 
business acumen coupled with her people 
skills and design knowledge all converge to 

Making 
MOves

REAL ESTATE Featured advertiser editorial

Written by Brandy Woods Snow

Hotham Homes boasts 
award-winning, value-added 
approach to residential real estate.

Mls# 3441754
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bring a value-added proposition to her clients, whether buyers or 
sellers. The business model she’s created to guide Hotham Homes 
draws on the very best of her expertise and attention to detail.
 “i always aspire to add value to the client experience,” 
Hotham says. “i have a strategy and communicate with confi-
dence. my experienced team, marketing director, and integrated 
marketing plan differentiates Hotham Homes from the compe-
tition. i also maintain a team of tried-and-true service providers, 
including painters, brick masons, and roofers, ready to jump into 

action with a call. re-
sponsiveness, reliability, 
efficiency, and transpar-
ency is my promise to 
my clients.”
      Hotham has gained 
notoriety in her work 
at Helen adams realty, 
winning multiple 

awards and recognitions, including Har Diamond Level Sales 
(2016–2018), Top Sales for Har Ballantyne office (2016–2018), 

Platinum Customer Service (2014–2018), voted “Best realtor” by 
South Charlotte Weekly (2016–2018), a Charlotte Observer “rising 
Star” (2016), and in the Top 100 realtors in Charlotte for sales 
volume. She, along with her carefully selected team, bring this 
same effort, dedication, and client-first focus to Hotham Homes. 
 in addition to her work, Hotham also is involved in her 
community, actively supporting the BCC rally for the Cure, 
the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, and autism Charlotte, 
among other organizations. Living in north Carolina for more 
than twenty years with her husband and sons, she enjoys time 
outdoors with her family. it’s this same love of the area she 
brings home to her clients.
 “i anticipate the Charlotte market remaining strong in 2019 
with LPL, Continental Tire, red ventures, Honeywell, and others 
bringing executives, management, and employees to the area,” 
Hotham says. “The Chamber reports we’re bringing in more 
than sixty-two new faces per day to the area on a permanent 
basis. my goal is to provide clients with the right information, 
so they’re ready to act when an opportunity presents. Forward 
motion for 2019!”u

“I ALWAYS ASPIRE 
TO ADD VALuE 
TO THE CLIENT 
ExPERIENCE.”
— CHRiSTine HoTHAM

Are you ready to make a move? Call HoTHAM HoMeS at 704-607-2338 
or go online to HoTHAMHoMeS.CoM. 

Mls# 3452742
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C
aveman Cellars is led by Jeff 
epstein, an entrepreneurial wine 
connoisseur who turned a passion 
for wine (and decades of work in 
office furniture and design, real 
estate, and construction) into a 

passion for custom wine spaces. an avid traveler, 
epstein has sipped wines at producers around the 
globe, and he channels his enthusiasm and exper-
tise into creating extraordinary wine spaces for 
others who share that enthusiasm. 

Your	tagline	is	“Creating	Extraordinary	Cellars	
with	Your	Wine	in	Mind.”		What	does	that	mean? 
it means that wine is a personal thing – what 
people drink, when they drink it, where and with 
whom. my clients’ cellars need to reflect their 
personal tastes and interests, not someone else’s.

What	kinds	of	people	do	you	find	yourself	working	
with? it really runs the gamut. Some are serious 
wine collectors. Some have been to California wine 
country recently or may have joined a few wine clubs 

uncOrkeD 
Interviewed by Lee Rhodes

LIFESTYLE Featured advertiser editorial

Charlotte wine cellar 
company combines 
savvy and sophistication.
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and are now excited about wine. others are just getting intro-
duced to it. all of them want to continue to grow their knowl-
edge and enjoyment of wine.  

What’s	the	first	thing	you	tell	clients	about	building	a	
wine	space? When i first meet clients, i try not to tell 
them much of anything. i’m focused on asking questions 
– the right questions – and listening to their answers. They 
tell me about the role wine plays in their lives and what 
they hope to accomplish with the space.  

What	questions	do	you	ask?	The questions flow from 
one main question: if we’re talking a few years from 
now, what happened to make you feel happy and excited 
about the project, to make you know that you got it 
right? i want them to think hard about this because we 
want to create a wine space that will thrill them and 
their guests.

What	are	some	of	the	things	that	go	into	creating	a	
wine	space? There’s a lot to it. Deciding where to put the 

space. The size. Temperature and humidity control. ma-
terials for the structure enclosing the space. The design 
of the racking and what size bottles need to be accommodated. 
The growth of the wine collection. The materials and finishes for 
the racking. Flooring. Lighting. Decor.  

Sounds	intimidating.	I’d	be	afraid	of	making	mistakes. it can be 
intimidating. By the time they contact me, my clients have usually 
decided they want a wine space, and they’ve spent time researching 
what it entails. They know they’ll be spending a considerable sum 
on the project, and the complexity and confusion hurt their con-
fidence in their ability to get it done. The people i’m most useful 
to are looking for someone to guide them through the process, not 
just sell them something. 

How	do	you	get	them	to	feel	confident	about	the	project? The 
people i’m typically dealing with have had a high level of success 
in other parts of their lives where they’ve had to make difficult 
and complicated decisions. i help them harness these skills 

by bringing clarity and simplicity to the entire endeavor. They 
usually have high standards, which i share.  

What	trends	are	you	seeing	these	days? We are building a lot of 
structures and walls with glass that create a bit of a contempo-
rary feel. also, people are placing their wine spaces in their main 
living area, not necessarily in the basement.

You	mentioned	that	you	ask	new	clients	about	the	role	wine	
plays	in	their	lives.	What	role	does	wine	play	in	your	life? 
Here is this incredibly complex beverage that people have 
been drinking for thousands of years. it not only takes on 
different forms depending on the grapes, their source, and 
how it’s made but can transform itself over time. Decades. 
i find all of it fascinating, and i’ve been a serious student of 
wine for twenty years. i’ve traveled many places to taste and 
study it. and still, there’s so much more to learn, taste, 
experience, and enjoy.u

For more information about CAveMAn CellARS, contact Jeff ePSTein 
at Jeff@CAveMAnCellARS.CoM or 704-564-9638.

“MY CLIENTS’ CELLARS 
NEED TO REFLECT THEIR 
PERSONAL TASTES 
AND INTERESTS, NOT 
SOMEONE ELSE’S.” 
—Jeff ePSTein
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G
o beyond normal and invite luxury into  
your home with furnishings reflective of  
who you are. Cultivate a quiet moment. read 
a book of poetry aloud. Practice the art of 
conversation. Start from a fundamentally 
comfortable position in a new leather chair, 

sofa, or recliner from good’s Home Furnishings. 

That place of personal leisure begins in finely appointed 
furniture showrooms, where you can explore a world of color 
and customizable fabrics, choosing from the finest names in 
luxury home furnishings, including Bernhardt, vanguard, 
Hickory Chair, Lillian august, Taylor king, and many more. 

Whether creating a peaceful bedroom retreat, setting the stage 
for the perfect dinner party, or positioning your home office for 
success, our designers can help you pull it all together. visit us 
today. or let us come to you. 

New	In-Home	Design	Services
good’s realizes that superior design and having in-home details that 
work takes a lot of time, planning, gathering of ideas, and selection 
of products. These steps have now been made easier with the 
launch of good’s Home Furnishings’ in-Home Design Services. 

our designers will visit your home in our local Charlotte, 
north Carolina, and bordering South Carolina communities to 

gOOD’s anD 
services 
Written by Lee Rhodes

DECORATING Featured advertiser editorial

Freshen up your 
decor with the 
forward-thinking 
designs of Good’s.
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help you plan and coordinate the design of your living spaces, 
creating an entirely new look for any room – or your entire 
home. our talented designers can save you time and money, 
while also ensuring your home reflects your style and individual 
personality. Plus, with our resources and connections with 
hundreds of manufacturers in the furniture and accessory 

industry, we can put some of the hottest new looks in home 
furnishings at your fingertips – rugs, wall art, and accessories – 
giving you endless custom ordering possibilities and the ease of 
purchasing off our showroom. We make it fun and easy.

Who	We	Are
From day one, the owners of good’s Home Furnishings made 
their intention clear in how their company would serve the local 

communities. “We provide for charitable contributions that will 
serve social needs and help local organizations with their giving 
efforts. We believe, as business owners, we have an obligation to 
support our community and its many people.” 

good’s Home Furnishings was born during the economic 
downturn. The owners felt it was the perfect opportunity to 
branch out and offer the people of Charlotte a well-edited mix of 
quality furniture from a variety of top brand resources. 

as native north Carolinians who both once lived in Charlotte for 
many years, the owners have witnessed the large growth the city 
has experienced over the years and recognize how the market is 
the perfect place to promote high-end luxury home furnishings. 
in recent conversations, they both stress the changing furniture 
market and what is important to consumers. “We’re seeing a 
shift to a more casual lifestyle. Casual dining versus formal, and 
more relaxed, comfortable looks, with a modern, rustic vibe 
– although traditional, timeless looks are still very important. 
People want to live in and enjoy their homes.”u

For more information about GooD’S HoMe fuRniSHinGS, visit GooDSHoMefuRniSHinGS.CoM or call one of the two showroom locations: 
Pineville 704-910-4045; Hickory 828-322-3471.

“OuR GOALS ARE TO MAKE 
FuRNITuRE SHOPPING FuN, 
STYLISH, AND AFFORDABLE.”
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CHARLOTTE

B E S T .  D E C I S I O N .  E V E R .

When it comes to your dream home – making sure it is perfect means tons of tough 
decisions. Let our knowledgeable product experts relieve the stress and restore the fun 

while introducing you and your design team to our extensive collection of products from the 
most sought after brands. Request your appointment today at fergusonshowrooms.com 

Warndon Collection



 
It’s easy to perfect the art of living,  
when you live within a work of art.

35 Capers Way Pawleys Island, SC  | 843.237.7711 | peacesir.com
Sotheby’s International Realty and the Sotheby’s International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered) service marks used with permission. Sotheby’s International Realty Affiliates LLC fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal 

Opportunity Act. Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated. If your property is listed with a real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy to work with them and cooperate fully.

903 Norris Drive • Pawleys Island, South Carolina • $1,995,000 
Presented by Perry Peace • 843.241.1509

1345 Norris Drive • Pawleys Island, South Carolina • $2,795,000 
Presented by Geoff Groat • 843.240.9530

1101 Norris Drive • Pawleys Island, South Carolina • $3,295,000 
 Presented by Tracey P. Rogers • 843.222.6047
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ConTRiBuToR | SOuL FOOD

Beyond the meal, 
so much goes into 
creating a great 
dining experience. 

There’s prep work, cleanup, 
reservations, hiring, training, 
inventory, and ordering, among 
other things. all of these 
factors influence  how diners 
feel, but are less evident than 
what’s on the plate.

The same is true for activities 
we undertake before we even 
open our doors. i’m talking about 
design and construction–my 
focus for the new year.

With the holidays over, i’ll be 
spending a lot of time at our new 
barbecue concept, noble Smoke. 
Creating the plans for it took 
almost a year, and i spent eight 
years before that searching for 
the right spot. now is the critical 
time when we move from paper 
to reality. 

noble Smoke draws influence 
from the best barbecue houses 

SMOkE SIGNALS
By Jim Noble

Featured advertiser editorial
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in north Carolina and Texas. We’ll have masonry pits similar 
to ones found in Lexington, north Carolina, and offset smokers 
similar to those found in Texas, where great brisket is made. 
in Texas, you order your food and sit down. in Carolina, you sit 
down, and someone takes your order. i loved the idea of people 
being able to see the meat getting cut, but i didn’t want them to have 
to get up to order more. So we designed the meat cutting station to 
be highly visible, even if you’re walking by or sitting down.

The biggest departure from both styles is the inclusion of 
a hotel-style kitchen, which will allow us to prepare lots of 
sides in small batches, plus salads, grilled fish, and desserts. 
Like the meat cutting station, it will be out in the open. 
kitchen traffic should flow smoothly but also add a warm 
bustle to the atmosphere.

We’ve spent hours on details like these. We’ll have handwashing 
stations in the dining area (sometimes paper towels aren’t 

enough), and a Legend’s Counter that pays homage to those who 
helped define Southern barbecue. The beer garden will have a 
walk-up bar for ordering food and drinks outside. Those who 
prefer a fried chicken sandwich can have one brought up the 
short hill from Bossy Beaut’s, and a full-on audiovisual system 
will let folks enjoy great music or catch the big game.

noble Smoke is designed to be a place that celebrates the rich 
tradition of barbecue while adding to it. i’ve spent decades re-
searching how to make the best barbecue, but i also know that 
the food is only part of the equation. Hospitality is about how 
you make people feel, and much of that is accomplished off the 
plate. So, if you don’t see me around these next few months, 
i’m probably over there, working to make people feel welcome 
before we even open our doors.u

“Hospitality is about how you 
make people feel, and much of

that is accomplished off the plate..”

CHef JiM noBle is the executive chef and owner of Noble Food & Pursuits. Noble Smoke, Copain, and Bossy Beaut’s 
are set to open in early 2019. For more information, visit noBlefooDAnDPuRSuiTS.CoM.



We deliver, set-up and collect the 
next day. Creating magical memories 

for your child’s next sleepover, 
birthday party or special event!

The New Way to Slumber

Many themes for boys and girls available.
Serving Charlotte and surrounding areas

Follow on  and 

Please contact us at:

hello@sensationalsleepovers.com
914-860-6536

www.sensationalsleepovers.com

Sleepover ad4c_revised_04_2018_new-1.indd   1 15.01.19   18:45



Custom Homes from $300K to over $2 million
SheaCustom.com | 704.602.3333

Custom homes on your homesite
Homesite preparation and/or demo of existing home

Modern Design Studio for your selections
Home Warranty | Large plan portfolio with the ability to customize
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Featured advertiser editorialConTRiBuToR | HOME REMODELING

As a residential design-
build remodeling firm, 
most of our projects 
involve the kitchen in 
some way. 

From minor cosmetic changes 
to complete redesigns, kitchens 
are our most sought-after re-
modeling project. arguably, the 
kitchen is the most important 
space in the home because 
every member of the family 
uses it in some way every day. 
When we begin working with 
a client to develop plans and 
make material selections, we 
spend a great deal of time early 
on getting an understanding of 
how that client visualizes their 
ideal kitchen. Sometimes it’s as 
simple as correcting a few things 
in their current kitchen that 
aren’t working, or we go to the other 
extreme and start from scratch with 
a design that opens up the kitchen to 
other public spaces in the home.

every kitchen we remodel is sort 
of like a commissioned piece 

kITCHEN ESSENTIALS
By Brad Little

Photography by Lassiter Photography and Deborah Scannell Photography
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of artwork. you, the client, tell the designer what your style 
preference is  -- traditional, contemporary, transitional, modern 
farmhouse, or eclectic, for example -- and they pull together the 
components to suit you. The combinations of cabinetry, coun-
tertops, backsplash tile, lighting, hardware, flooring, appliances, 
and paint colors are endless, so you’re assured your project will 
be one-of-a-kind. With that said, we have had lots of practice 
figuring out what works and what doesn’t. you have abundant 
freedom and choice, but i’ve come up with a list of essentials for 
you to strongly consider:

Proper	Trash	and	Recycling	Placement	–	nothing is less glam-
orous than trash, but nothing is more critical to an efficient kitchen 
design than proper (and hidden) placement of the refuse collector.

Attractive	and	Functional	Lighting	–	High-quality dimmable 
LeD undercabinet lighting coupled with stylish decorative 
lighting are key features that often get overlooked.

A	Storage	Plan	–	We never design kitchens with a random 
catch-all junk drawer. everything must have its place, and a 
new design is the opportunity to give everything a proper home. 
Think pullouts, hidden racks, and drawer organizers.

Properly	Scaled	Appliances	–	a large kitchen will dwarf a  
thirty-inch range and hood, while a small kitchen looks cramped 
with a forty-eight-inch professional-grade one. Choose appliances 
that fit your needs but are properly scaled to your space.

One	Feature	Item	–	Pick one part of the kitchen that you want to 
be uniquely yours. maybe it’s an exotic stone countertop, bright 
blue cabinetry, or a unique tile design behind the range; perhaps 
it’s a custom-designed range hood or creative, open shelving. 
Whatever it is, make it a conversation piece that sets the tone for 
the rest of the kitchen.u 

BRAD liTTle is the president and CEO of Case Design/Remodeling of Charlotte.
For more information, visit CASeCHARloTTe.CoM or call 704-759-3920.

“Every kitchen we remodel 
is sort of like a commissioned 

piece of artwork.”



3201 PRIVATEER CREEK RD.
$879,000

2429 RACQUET CLUB DR.
$575,000

1332 PELICAN WATCH
$349,000

3210 PRIVATEER CREEK RD. 
$1,390,000

2450 CAT TAIL POND RD.
$1,599,000

Seabrook Island is home to a private beachfront community  
with two championship golf courses, a tournament grade  
tennis center, full-service equestrian center, fitness and  
aquatics complex and long, unspoiled beaches.

GERRI FRANCHINI 
BROKER IN CHARGE

2445 CAT TAIL POND RD
$721,500

SEABROOK ISLAND, is a small barrier island located just outside of Charleston, SC.  
We are a carefully designed private community with a diverse selection of houses,  
townhomes, and luxury villas. Offering unparalleled coastal living with everything  
you need to enjoy life to the fullest just steps from your door. 

Looking to build a home that’s entirely your own? There are still several lots available  
to build the property of your dreams.

A NEIGHBOR 
YOU KNOW.

A PARTNER  
YOU CAN TRUST.

1002 Landfall Way,

Seabrook Island, SC 29455

843.768.2560
discoverseabrook.com

gfranchini@seabrookislandrealestate.com



704-906-4749 | LeslieFisher.IvesterJackson.com | 6100 Fairview Road, Suite 1202

HEYDON HALL - CHARLOTTE
MLS 3382035 | 9514 Heydon Hall Circle | Offered at $1.789 M
6,600+SF home by Kingswood Builders with custom designed Irish Pub basement

Leslie Fisher
704.906.4749 | Leslie@IvesterJackson.com

PHARR ACRES
2310 Overhill Road | MLS 3245224

Pending representing buyer | Asking Price: $1.295 M

OAK HOLLOW - HARRISBURG
3930 Oak Hollow Lane | MLS 3245224

Sold representing seller

MYERS PARK
626 Queens Road #201 | MLS 3287168

Sold representing seller

$970,000 $585,000

UNDER CONTRACT SOLD

Your Trusted Charlotte Real Estate Expert

• Charlotte native & top producer for 20+ years

• Strong negotiating skills & expert knowledge of the        
real estate market

• Christie’s International Real Estate Luxury Specialist

• Extensive marketing that puts your home in front    
qualified buyers

SOLD
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ConTRiBuToR | THE PERFECT SETTING Featured advertiser editorial

ART & ARCHITECTURE 
COME HOME

By Laura Wood and the Ethan Allen Design Team

What do art and architecture 
have to do with interior 
design? Everything.

What do art and architecture have to 
do with interior design? everything. 
interior designers have long been 
inspired by fine art, period styles and 
classic forms, and by the timeless 
architectural details that enhance the 
buildings we call home.

references to art and architecture are 
everywhere, adding visual interest, 
a sense of familiarity, and a layer of 
sophistication to a room. What makes a 
piece of furniture or an accent “architec-
tural,” anyway? it can be as simple as the 
mere suggestion of a building, a building 
shape (a cube or cylinder), or a detail (a column or piece of molding). an 
example of genuine vietnamese lacquerware, our Zander console 
table (as shown on opposite page) is simple and sculptural. our 
Palm crystal table lamp is inspired by art Deco architecture.

What happens when architecture is art? you frame it! From 
famous structures, skylines, and landmarks to picturesque 
homes and stately mansions, the built environment has always 

inspired artists who work in all mediums and genres all over  
the world. 

no matter what catches your eye – an architect-inspired 
dining chair, a table with obvious design roots, or a work of art 
that depicts a building you love – our designers can help you 
incorporate art and architecture into your home in new and 
refreshing ways.u
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“What happens when architecture 
is art? You frame it!”

Looking for more ways to incorporate art and architecture into your home decor?  
Stop by our local Design Center in Pineville, call 704-341-7512, or visit us at eTHAnAllen.CoM.
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ConTRiBuToR | ROOM SERVICE

When designing a 
nursery, I never use a 
theme (sorry, Pooh Bear). 

as cute as bears and balloons can 
be, i can’t see spending money on 
something a baby will grow out of 
quickly. i look for pieces that have 
staying power while being young, 
fresh, and fun. For me, it’s all about 
pattern and texture.

This space was a labor of love for one 
of our own. Bree Demeter and her 
husband, aaron, are having their first 
child, and i immediately jumped at 
the chance to design their nursery. 
after all these years, i know her style 
pretty well, and i couldn’t wait to help 
her out and create something special.

your first nursery is a big deal. it’s 
your first baby and a time filled with 
excitement and adjustment. a calm 
space is important. When designing 
this space, i took into consideration 
the colors and vibe throughout their 
home, but i wanted something a 

OH, BABY!
Nursery Design with Staying Power

By Beth Keim
Photography by Mekenzie Loli

Featured advertiser editorial
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“ I look 
for pieces 
that have 
staying 

power.”

BeTH keiM is the owner of Lucy and Company, a full-service interior design firm located at 2108 South Boulevard, Suite 213. 
For more information, visit luCyAnDCoMPAny.CoM or call 704-342-6655.

little unexpected. The jumping off point was the wall. rather 
than a full wall of paper, we decided to create a graphic design by 
using small polka dot wallpaper and paint. With all neutrals, the 
trick is to add a lot of texture and pattern in the other pieces: the 
plaid rug, the rope chandelier, the tufted rocker, and the leather 
ottoman. We also included a must-have in all nurseries – a good 
dresser. “There’s no sense in purchasing a traditional changing 
table. These days, any flat surface will work, so invest in a piece 
that will last throughout high school!” To add even more room, we 
chose a textured wall-mounted accent lamp.u

Other	Tips	for	a	Small	Nursery:

use your wall space. Floating shelves or wall-mounted shelves for 
books and small toys save floor space.

oeuf brand cribs have a changing tabletop that can sit safely on your 
crib rails, allowing for a tall dresser as opposed to a lower, longer one.

The moderne Crib, by netto, has a shelf under the mattress for 
extra storage; it also converts to a day bed.
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arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT
Starving artist music Festival
Charlotte	Art	League
February 10
11:00 a.m.
www.eventbrite.com

Tchaikovsky Sleeping Beauty
knight Theater
February 22 – February 23
www.blumenthalarts.org

2019 Charlotte Saint Patrick’s 
Day and green Festival
Uptown	Charlotte
march 16
www.fairsandfestivals.net

Banff mountain 
Film Festival 2019
McGlohon	Theater
march 17, 7:00 p.m.
march 18, 7:30 p.m.
www.blumenthalarts.org

The Best of rodgers 
and Hammerstein
Knight	Theater
march 22 – march 23
www.blumenthalarts.org

The orchestra olympics
Knight	Theater
march 23
www.blumenthalarts.org

night of Dreams 
masquerade Ball
Premier events multipurpose Center
march 30
5:00 p.m.
www.eventbrite.com

Pam mcDonnell + Stephanie 
king: Olly Olly Oxen Free
Anne	Neilson	Fine	Art	Gallery
march 14 — april 20
www.anneneilsonfineart.com

anne neilson Fine art presents a 
two-person exhibition featuring new, 
individual, and collaboration works by 
memphis artists Stephanie king and Pam 
mcDonnell. The playful paintings created 
by the collaborative team of king and 
mcDonnell started in 2017 with the idea of an over/under game. olly olly oxen Free is 
a phrase used in children’s games to indicate that players who are hiding (in a game of 
hide-and-seek, for example) can safely come out in the open. in addition to collaborative 
artworks, Olly Olly Oxen Free will present seven individual, non-collaborative pieces 
directly influenced by the work king and mcDonnell have done together. The duo feel 
this forward/backward creative process embraces the act of working together to create 
singular pieces of art. 

emyo and Christy kinard
Shain	Gallery
February 8 – February 28
www.shaingallery.com

Beginning February 8, a joint show for emyo and Christy kinard will be on display 
at Shain gallery. resembling her life with her husband and children, Tennes-
see-based emyo’s paintings are loose, lively, and full of color. in tandem, Christy 
kinard draws inspiration for her mixed media pieces from Southern life. kinard’s 
work reflects the experience of a Southern woman. Beyond the well-kept exterior 
and femininity, they are strong, creative, and playful. 



Steve Sisk • 704.400.7466 • www.sisklandscape.com

Charlotte’s outdoor amenity specialist for over 35 years
LANDSCAPING COMPANY INC.

HARDSCAPES •  PERGOLAS •  OUTDOOR KITCHENS

DES IGN •  LANDSCAPE •  IRR IGATION •  L IGHTING

SISK
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Please support our advertisers.  To advertise with us, please contact sales@homedesigndecormag.com.

facebook.com/CharlotteHDD @homedesigndecor_charlotte

inspire.  follow.  like.

www.homedesigndecormag.com
Visit www.homedesigndecormag.com for additional photos from all of our feature homes and our local design resource guide.
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America’s Most Popular Shutters 
Beautiful, Durable and Environmentally Friendly 

❖ Reduce Your Power Bills
❖ Add Equity to Your Home
❖ Get Maximum Control of Light and Privacy
❖ Free In-Home Consultation
❖ No Interest if Paid in Full in 12 Months*

980-292-3933

*Subject to credit approval. 

..SunburstShutters.com

Polywood Shutters are perfect for any room and any decorating 
style. They are built to last — they stand up to splashing in 
bathrooms and kitchens, and won't warp, split or discolor. 

Give your windows the treatment they deserve.®

Polywood Shutters*
$500Get up to

*Minimum Order Required.

Off

SunburstShutters.com



2914 selwyn Avenue charlotte, nc  28209
704-339-0222

Anna@designloftcabinets.com  |  designloftcabinets.com
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